
Living Nearby Is 
By STEPHEN MAGUIRE RICHMOND - He began flying more than 20 years ago in an engineless Gyrocopter. Tethered by a rope, the copter's rotor caught the wind and lifted him from the ground like a human kite. Jack Gordon says the Gyrocopter was an inexpensive way to learn to fly. However, he says he never had much formal training and, looking back, admits he was probably crazy. Crazy or not, Gordon was hooked. He soon began flying a powered Gyrocopter, which he says looks a little like a small helicopter. Gordon claims flying the gyrocopter is most like being a bird. "There is nothing to obstruct your view," he says. "When you look down, all you can see is your feet and the ground. And when you look up, the rotor is turning so fast all you can see is the sky." Gordon still owns the gyrocopter, but hasn't flown it as much since he bought his first airplane, a "two place" Grumman-American, in 1977. Flying was so important to him that it spilled over into other areas of his life. He says he used his plane one day in 1979 to take his girlfriend, Sally Drake, to Nantucket where he proposed to her. Sally Gordon jokes, "I had to wait to see if I got airsick before I finally said yes." The Gordon's live on 10 acres on Heaton Orchard Road — directly across from the Richmond Airport. Gordon says it is like a dream. "It's like the guy who owns a boat wishes he could live someplace where he can dock it. Not too many people can walk from their front door to their plane," he adds. For awhile Gordon used the conveniently located airport to give gyrocopter piloting lessons. The lessons cannot be taught in a powered gyrocopter. So to get off the ground, Gordon and his students had to be towed down the runway by a pickup truck. A smile of recognition comes to Sally's face because that is where she came in. "I drove up and 

down that runway so many times," she says. "I know every inch of it." When opportunity knocked three years ago, Gordon, a senior engineer at Electric Boat for the past 14 years, took his flying fantasy a giant step further. He bought the airport. "It's the ideal location," he says, explaining he never would have bought the airport if it had not been across the street. Sally says life near the airport is a bit more pleasent now that they own it. "If you are going to live right across the street, you might as well own it. At least then you have some control over things like traffic and noise." Gordon's latest addition is a second airplane. It is a four-place Grumman-American Cheetah with enough room for Sally and the Gordons' two daughters: Julie, 6, and Molly, 4. He says he tries to fly every weekend. "It's not good for the planes if they are sitting around for too long. It's not good for the pilot either. You get rusty if you don't go up for a while." Many times he takes short trips to Westerly Airport to visit The Perfect Landing Resaurant and have coffee with other weekend pilots. Other times he takes his family up. "Sally enjoys flying, but she's not as enthusiastic about it as I am," he says. "The girls (Julie and Molly) love to fly." Sally says she doesn't mind flying, but prefers short rides to trips. "Especially with the kids," she explains. "Once you get up there, there is nowhere to stop and go to the bathroom." Although Sally is not ready for pilot's lessons, Gordon says he is coaxing her into taking a "Pinch-Hitter's" course. He says the course would teach her enough about flying to be able to make an emergency landing. Even if she doesn't take the course, Gordon says he enjoys flying with her because "it's always good to have an extra set of eyes." 
Gordon purchased the 73-acre airport for $170,000. "That was when the real-estate situation was a little bit different," he ex-



Advantageous to Airport Owners 
plains. "In hindsight, it was a great investment. I would never be able to afford it today." He says there have been no regrets during his three years as owner. Although the airport requires constant attention, he doesn't mind the extra work that comes with it. "It's time consuming, but it isn't very difficult," he insists. In the winter he keeps the 2,130 feet of runway free of snow. In the spring he replaces toppled lights and "divots" left by errant passes of the snowplow, then rolls the thawing turf to keep the 15 planes housed here from sinking. Gordon says he is gradually improving the airport. "Rome wasn't built in a day," he jokes. His first two projects were to repave then completely light the runway. Until then, the runway had lights only along one side. "If someone is flying at night, all they have to do is call up and we turn the lights on for them." 

"...Especially with the kids, once you get up there, there's nowhere to stop to go to the bathroom." 
-~ Sally Gordon 

Norman "Arby" Gould, who has been flying in and out of Richmond since "about 1950," helped install the lights. Gould has always helped out at the airport. He says when he first started, he used to work "just to hang around and get a little flying time." In addition to the 15 airplanes, the airport also serves about 25 Ultralights, mostly during the summer months. The Ultralights, which resemble motorized hang-gliders, had been the source of numerous complaints before he took ownership. Gordon quickly established 

altitude restrictions to answer complaints about Ultralights flying too low and making too much noise. He says most of the pilots comply with his regulations, and most of the complaints have ceased. Gordon's next project is to build another hangar to house his office which is currently in his living room. He leases the existing hangar to Rhode Island Aircraft Company, an airplane painting business owned by Gerry Butterworth, former manager of the airport. He will also replace an under 

ground fuel tank. He says the new tank will be a double-walled fiberglass model that exceeds government specifications. "I know it has to be done, so I'm doing all the research myself to make sure it gets done right," he explains. His personal goal is to become a Certified Flight Instructor and begin giving lessons. To become a flight instuctor, he must fist earn "an instruments rating," allowing him to fly in poor weather conditions, he currently flies under Visual Flight Rules, which he refers to as "fair weather flying." Under VFR, he explains, visablity must be three miles or greater. He insists his plans for improving his little airport do not include any major plans for expansion. "I don't want it to get too big, just big enough for the little guy to fly his plane. After all, I do have to live across the street." 



A FAMILY THAT FLIES TOGETHER...—Jack long trips with the kids are difficult because and Sally Gordon aboard their family airplane "there is no place to stop and go to the with daughters Molly, 4, and Julie, 6. Sally says bathroom." (Sun Photo by Daniel Hyland) 



READY FOR TAKEOFF — Almost five-year-old Molly Gordon and her co-pilot, Hope, sit in the cockpit of her father's Grumman-American Cheetah. Hope, 5, was adopted from the South County Animal Rescue League last month. (Sun Photo by Daniel Hyland) 


